URB Only

ACCOUNTING

Urban Campus
ACC-142 Financial Accounting (3 cr.) P
Prerequisite: Complete RDG-032/033 and MAT-053 with a grade of D- or better or minimum reading and math placement
scores based on college assessment.
192118
SLL01
05/29/18-07/20/18
08:10AM-11:10AM
TR
URB212
NOTE: Flexclass Streaming includes classrooms at different sites. The instructor is at one site with students, while also
video and audio streaming simultaneously to students in other classrooms at a distant site. This section is a streaming site
with the instructor joining the class through streaming.

AS

Frad

ACC-146 Managerial Accounting (3 cr.) P
Prerequisite: Complete ACC-142 with a grade of D- or better; Students pursuing an AAS may take ACC-121 instead.

AS

192120
SLL01
05/29/18-07/20/18
11:30AM-02:30PM
TR
URB212
NOTE: Flexclass Streaming includes classrooms at different sites. The instructor is at one site with students, while also
video and audio streaming simultaneously to students in other classrooms at a distant site. This section is a streaming site
with the instructor joining the class through streaming.

Frad

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE SUPPORT

Urban Campus
ADM-105 Intro to Keyboarding (1 cr.)
192127
SLL01
05/29/18-07/20/18
08:00AM-09:00AM
TR
URB209
NOTE: Flexclass Streaming includes classrooms at different sites. The instructor is at one site with students, while also
video and audio streaming simultaneously to students in other classrooms at a distant site. This section is the originating
site with the instructor in the classroom.

VT
Solheim

ADM-122 Document Formatting (2 cr.)
192128
SLL01
05/29/18-07/20/18
09:10AM-11:10AM
TR
URB209
NOTE: Flexclass Streaming includes classrooms at different sites. The instructor is at one site with students, while also
video and audio streaming simultaneously to students in other classrooms at a distant site. This section is the originating
site with the instructor in the classroom.

VT
Solheim

BUSINESS

Urban Campus
BUS-102 Introduction to Business (3 cr.)
192214
SLL01
05/29/18-07/20/18

11:30AM-02:30PM

MW

URB326

BUS-185 Business Law I (3 cr.) P
Prerequisite: Complete RDG-045 and ENG-013 with a grade of D- or better or minimum reading and English placement
scores based on college assessment.
193451
SEH01
05/29/18-07/20/18
05:30PM-08:45PM
T
URB325
NOTE: Flexclass Blended Streaming is a combination of Flexclass Streaming and Blended. Classes are taught part of the
time in traditional classrooms, with video and audio streaming between the rooms, and the remainder of the work is
completed online. Students will need appropriate internet access to complete this section. This section is the originating
site with the instructor in the classroom. Flexclass Blended Streaming are charged the online tuition rate.

AS
Benson
AS

Tacker

ENGLISH

Urban Campus
ENG-013 Basic Writing (3 cr.)
193412
SLL02
05/29/18-07/20/18

08:10AM-11:20AM

TR

URB109

ü ENG-105 Composition I (3 cr.) P
Prerequisite: Complete ENG-013 with a grade of D- or better; or minimum English placement score based on college
assessment.
193633
SLL03
05/29/18-07/20/18
08:10AM-11:20AM
TR
URB110
ü ENG-106 Composition II (3 cr.) P
Prerequisite: Complete ENG-105 or ENG-107 with a grade of D- or better
193634

SLL01

05/29/18-07/20/18

08:10AM-11:20AM

AS
Garrison
AS

White
AS

MW

URB110

Newell

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

Urban Campus
ü ENV-111 Environmental Science (4 cr.) P
Prerequisite: Complete RDG-032 or RDG-033 with a grade of D- or better; or minimum Reading placement score based on
college assessment.
194611
SEH01
05/29/18-07/20/18
05:30PM-08:45PM
T
URB326
SEH01
05/29/18-07/20/18
05:30PM-07:30PM
W
URB326
NOTE: Flexclass Blended Streaming is a combination of Flexclass Streaming and Blended. Classes are taught part of the
time in traditional classrooms, with video and audio streaming between the rooms, and the remainder of the work is
completed online. Students will need appropriate internet access to complete this section. This section is the originating site
with the instructor in the classroom. Flexclass Blended Streaming are charged the online tuition rate.

HEALTH

AS

Rattin

URB Only

Urban Campus
HSC-172 Nurse Aide (3 cr.)
196350
SLL04
05/29/18-06/21/18
07:30AM-12:45PM
NOTE: Clinical Days are the last 4 consecutive days of class. 6:00am-2:00pm
196351
SLL05
06/05/18-07/12/18
04:00PM-09:30PM
NOTE: Clinical Days are the last 4 consecutive days of class. 6:00am-2:00pm
196353
SLL07
06/25/18-07/19/18
07:30AM-12:45PM
NOTE: Clinical Days are the last 4 consecutive days of class. 6:00am-2:00pm

AS
Esch, Ludvigsen, Russell

MR

URB319

TR

URB319

Ludvigsen, Maine,
Warrington

MTR

URB319

Esch, Ludvigsen, Russell

HISTORY

Urban Campus
ü HIS-152 U.S. History Since 1877 (3 cr.) P
Prerequisite: Complete ENG-013 with a grade of D- or better; or minimum English placement score based on college
assessment.
193020
SLL01
05/29/18-07/20/18
08:10AM-11:20AM
MW
URB109
193019
SEH01
05/29/18-07/20/18
06:00PM-09:15PM
T
URB109
NOTE: Flexclass Blended are classes delivered both in the traditional classroom and online. Students attend classes part of
the time and have additional online classwork to be completed. Students will need appropriate internet access to complete
this section. Flexclass Blended are charged the online tuition rate.

AS

Wheeler
Wheeler

HUMANITIES

Urban Campus
ü HUM-110 Changes & Choices (3 cr.) P
Prerequisite: Complete ENG-013 with a grade of D- or better; or minimum English placement score based on college
assessment.
193038
SLL01
05/29/18-07/20/18
12:45PM-04:00PM
MW
URB109

AS

Robb

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Urban Campus
NET-303 Windows Workstation Op Syst (3 cr.) P
Prerequisite: Complete RDG-033 and MAT-067 with a grade of D- or better; or minimum Reading and Math placement
scores based on college assessment.
193077
SLL01
05/29/18-07/20/18
09:00AM-11:00AM
MTWR
URB227
NET-932 Internship (3 cr.) P
Prerequisite: Instructor consent
193078

SLL01

05/29/18-07/20/18

VT

Osmers
VT

01:30PM-05:00PM

MW

URB227

Noord

MANAGEMENT

Urban Campus
MGT-101 Principles of Management (3 cr.) P
Prerequisite: Complete RDG-032 or RDG-033 with a grade of D- or better or mimimum reading placement score based on
college assessment.
192216
SLL01
05/29/18-07/20/18
11:30AM-02:30PM
TR
URB326

AS

Benson

MATHEMATICS

Urban Campus
MAT-053 Pre-Algebra (4 cr.)
193054
SLL03
05/29/18-07/20/18
08:30AM-11:30AM
MTWR
URB323
NOTE: This is a computer-based course. Students watch instructional videos and work through practice modules on the
computer, but unlike an online course, an instructor is always present in the classroom to provide instruction as needed.
Usage of MyMathLab and the internet is required for this class.
MAT-066 Algebra I (4 cr.) P
Prerequisite: Complete MAT-053 with a minimum grade of C- or better or minimum math placement score based on college
assessment within the last two years. Immediate prerequisite course must have been completed within the last
two years.
193056
SLL03
05/29/18-07/20/18
08:30AM-11:30AM
MTWR
URB323
NOTE: This is a computer-based course. Students watch instructional videos and work through practice modules on the
computer, but unlike an online course, an instructor is always present in the classroom to provide instruction as needed.
Usage of MyMathLab and the internet is required for this class.
MAT-067 Algebra II (4 cr.) P
Prerequisite: Complete MAT-066 with a minimum grade of C- or better or minimum math placement score based on college
assessment within the last two years. Immediate prerequisite course must have been completed within the last
two years.
193057
SLL03
05/29/18-07/20/18
08:30AM-11:30AM
MTWR
URB323
NOTE: This is a computer-based course. Students watch instructional videos and work through practice modules on the
computer, but unlike an online course, an instructor is always present in the classroom to provide instruction as needed.
Usage of MyMathLab and the internet is required for this class.

AS
Jacobs

AS

Jacobs

AS

Jacobs

URB Only

PHYSICAL SCIENCE

Urban Campus
ü PHS-166 Meteorology, Weather & Climate (4 cr.)
194218
SEH01
05/29/18-07/20/18
05:30PM-08:45PM
T
URB209
NOTE: Flexclass Blended are classes delivered both in the traditional classroom and online. Students attend classes part of
the time and have additional online classwork to be completed. Students will need appropriate internet access to complete
this section. Flexclass Blended are charged the online tuition rate.

AS
Ford

READING

Urban Campus
RDG-033 Intro to College Reading (3 cr.) P
Prerequisite: Complete RDG-045 or ENG-064 with a grade of D- or better
193390

SLL01

AS

05/29/18-07/20/18

08:10AM-11:20AM

MW

URB112

Robb

ü SPC-112 Public Speaking (3 cr.)
193403
SLL03
05/29/18-07/20/18

05:30PM-08:40PM

TR

URB306

AS
Oehme

SPEECH

Urban Campus

WEB DEVELOPMENT

Urban Campus
WDV-245 Content Management Systems I (3 cr.) P
Prerequisite: WDV:101
199902
SEH01
05/29/18-07/20/18
09:30AM-12:00PM
TR
URB212
NOTE: Flexclass Blended are classes delivered both in the traditional classroom and online. Students attend classes part of
the time and have additional online classwork to be completed. Students will need appropriate internet access to complete
this section. Flexclass Blended are charged the online tuition rate.

VT

Smith

